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A model  for the chemical reduct ion of  p la t inum tetramine in perfluorinated Nat ion ® membranes  
using sodium borohydr ide  as reducer is proposed.  A Nerns t -P l anck  equat ion is employed for the 
description of  ion t ranspor t  by diffusion and migrat ion and a reaction term accounts  for the in situ 

chemical reduction.  Time-dependent  concentrat ions of  the diffusing species within the membrane  
are obta ined numerically by an iterative technique until  complet ion of the precipitation. The model  
assumes that  mass t ransport  is l imited by diffusion and migrat ion within the membrane  and that  
the concentrat ions remain constant  at the interfaces during the precipitation. The model  shows the 
effect of  (i) the reducer concentra t ion in the solution, (ii) the number  of  precipitat ion cycles and 
(iii) the rate of  chemical reduction.  To check the validity of  the model,  metallic p la t inum concen- 
t ra t ion profiles across the membrane  thickness are obtained by electron microprobe  analysis. Values 
of  the diffusion coefficients of  the diffusing species within the membrane  are obtained f rom conduc-  
tivity and permeat ion  measurements .  
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reducer concentration in the bulk solution 
(mol cm -3) 
sulfonate concentration in the membrane 
(mol cm -3) 
concentration in species i in the Nation @ V 
membrane (mol cm -3) z i 
diffusion coefficient of species i in the ~i 
membrane (cmZs 1) ~b 
electrode-membrane-electrode unit 2 
thickness of EME unit (cm) ~- 
Faraday (96 500 C tool- 1) 

1. Introduction 

The preparation of platinum-based Nation @ com- 
posites is of practical interest because of potential 
applications in solid polymer electrolyte (SPE @) 
water electrolysers and hydrogen/oxygen fuel 
cells. 

In the literature, several methods have been 
reported for the plating of platinum electrodes [1-4]. 
Since the mid-1980s we have developed a procedure 
based on localized chemical reduction of cationic 
noble-metal salts into Nation @ membranes [5, 6]. 
The procedure consists of (i) ion-exchanging the 
Nation @ membrane initially in the H + form with 
platinum tetramine, and (ii) reducing in situ the 
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Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10 -23 J K -1) 
platinum molecular weight (kg mo1-1) 
perfect gas constant (8.32 J kg -1 K -1) 
absolute temperature (K) 
absolute ionic mobility of species i 
(cm 3 s-1 j - l )  

membrane volume (cm 3) 
charge beared by species i 
flux of species i (mol cm -2 s -1) 
electric potential (V) 
constant defined by Equation 12 
empirical factor varying from 1 to 0 and used 
to account for different chemical reactivities 

platinum salt near the membrane surface. Sodium 
borohydride is usually used as reducing agent. The 
electrochemical performances of the membrane- 
electrode assemblies (MEAs) thus obtained are 
directly related to the metallic platinum distribution 
across the membrane thickness. 

Initially, the best conditions for the preparation of 
the composites were determined empirically [7]. 
These conditions obtained, for samples of up to 
5 cm 2, were found inappropriate for the preparation 
of larger samples. Therefore, a better understanding 
of the phenomena controlling the precipitation and 
the distribution of metallic particles inside the mem- 
brane was needed. Experimental data relative to the 
ion-exchange and precipitation processes were 
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collected using EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption 
fine structure) spectroscopy in dispersive mode and 
electron microprobe analysis [8]. In addition to the 
kinetic information on the ion-exchange and precipi- 
tation processes, it was shown that platinum tetra- 
mine incorporates the membrane in the form 
[Pt(NH3)4] z+. The ion-exchange process was found 
to be rate controlled by diffusion of the ions either 
across a diffusion layer adjacent to the membrane sur- 
face or in the membrane itself [9], depending on the 
experimental conditions. 

In this paper, we consider the in situ reduction of 
the tetramine salt in the Nation ® membrane. The 
precipitation is described by using phenomenological 
equations of  mass transport and by taking into 
account the effect of the electric field on diffusion. 
Platinum concentration profiles across the membrane 
were computed until completion of  the precipitation. 
The validity of  the model was checked using data 
obtained by electron microprobe analysis [7]. Values 
of  the diffusion coefficients within the membrane 
were deduced from resistivity measurements 
assuming the validity of  the Einstein equation 
between absolute ionic mobility and self diffusion 
coefficient. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Materials 

Perfluorosulfonic acid polymer sheets (Dupont de 
Nemours Nation ® products) were used as mem- 
branes. Nation ® 117 (equivalent weight 1100 gmo1-1 
and dry thickness 0.178mm) was chosen because 
of its commercial availability. Before electrode 
deposition, a two-step standard procedure of clean- 
ing was followed for every sample: (i) immersion for 
30rain in boiling H N O 3 - H 2 0  (1:1 vol) solution to 
remove impurities; (ii) immersion for 1 h in boiling 
deionised water (resistivity of 18 mf~ cm at 20 ° C) to 
introduce a reproducible amount  of water into each 
sample [8]. Platinum tetramine ([Pt(NH3)4]Clz.H20) 
and sodium borohydride (NaBH4) were pur- 
chased from Johnson Matthey and Merck, 
respectively. 

2.2. Diffusion coefficients in the membrane 

Platinum precipitation in the Nation ® mem- 
brane can be described simply by considering 
the diffusion of  Na +, BH~ and [Pt(NH3)4] 2+. 
Values of the diffusion coefficients for Na + and 
[Pt(NH3)4] 2+ in Nation ® 117 membranes were 
obtained as detailed elsewhere [10]. Briefly, they 
were deduced from conductivity measure- 
ments, assuming the validity of  the Einstein 
relation between self diffusion coefficient and 
absolute ionic mobility. Ionic conductivities of  the 
ion-exchanged samples in Na + and [Pt(NH3)4] 2+ 
forms were measured using a mercury cell. The 
following values of  the diffusion coefficient were 
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Fig. 1. Boron concentration against time measured in the right hand 
compartment of a permeation cell. The membrane is a Nation ® 117 
hydrated perfluorosulfonated sheet. Boron concentration in the left 
compartment is (©) 1 x 10 -3 molcm -3 and (o) 2 x 10 -3 molcm -3. 

obtained: 

DNa+ = 4.5 x 10 -6 cm 2 s -1 

D[pt(NH3)4]2+ = 5.2 X 10 -7 cm 2 s -1 

The value of DBI~; was deduced from permeation 
measurements. A sodium exchanged Nation ® mem- 
brane (5.31 cm 2) was mounted in a two-compartment 
cell. The left hand compartment was filled with a 
10 -3 mol cm -3 NaBH4 solution and the right hand 
compartment with pure water. Every two minutes, 
1 cm 3 of the solution was taken from the right hand 
compartment for analysis (flame spectroscopy). The 
boron concentration was then plotted as a function 
of time (Fig. 1). F rom the slope of the curve in the 
steady state, the global diffusion coefficient for NaBH4 
was determined: DNa~H4 = 4.9 x 10 -7 cm 2 s -1 . 

Using the transport model described below for 
steady state diffusion and knowing the value of 
DNa+, DBH 4 was adjusted to fit the experimental per- 

7 2 1 meation data. A value of DBH 2 = 5 x 10- cm s- 
was obtained. ~fhis value which is close to the global 
diffusion coefficient for NaBH4 indicates that the 
effect of the electric field on diffusion remains neg- 
ligible during the transport process. By comparison, 
the diffusion coefficient of  hydroxyl ions inside a 
Nation ® membrane of  the same equivalent weight 
was obtained by permeation measurements [11]. Its 
value was 6.0 x 10 -7 cm 2 s -1. 

2.3. Measurements of platinum concentration profiles 

[Pt(NH3)4] 2+ exchanged Nation ® 117 samples (geo- 
metrical area ~ 1 cm 2) were immersed for 2h  in 
50 cm 3 NaBH4 aqueous solutions of  various concen- 
tration (2.5 x 10 -5 - 2 x 10 -3 molcm-3).  The solu- 
tions were stirred using a magnetic stirrer. Once the 
precipitation was completed, the samples were 
thoroughly washed with water, air-dried and 
embedded in resin. Metallic platinum concentration 
profiles across the membrane were then obtained 
using a Camebax electron microprobe analyser. The 
graphs were then normalized to account for the 
significant change in the membrane volume (25%) 
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which occurs during the drying process (dry thickness 
178 #m, hydrated thickness 200 #m). 

3. Theory 

3.1. The reduction process 

The chemical reduction of  platinum tetramine 
inside the membrane occurs, according to [12], as 
follows: 

41 [Pt(NH3)4] 2+ + 2e- 

NaBH 4 + 8OH-  

, P t°+4NH31 (I) 

BOj  + Na + + 6H20 + 8e- 

(II) 

NaBH 4 + 4[Pt(NH3)4] 2+ + 8OH 

NaBO 2 + 4Pt ° + 16NH3 + 6H20 (III) 

The hydroxyl ions required for the reaction are pro- 
duced by the decomposition of NaBH 4 according to 

NaBH4 + 4H20 ~ 4H2 + NaOH + B(OH)3 

(IV) 

Reaction stoichiometry is such that nine moles of  
NaBH4 are required for the reduction of  four moles 
of [Pt(NH3)4J 2+. One NaBH 4 is used for the 
reduction and the other eight fuel the reaction with 
hydroxyl ions, 

Reaction IV may cause a depletion in NaBH4. 
In fact, an equilibrium is rapidly reached when the 
pH of  the solution is ~ 11. At room temperature, 
the rate of  decomposition of NaBH4 is 1.0 x 10 7 tool 

-1 s dm -3 (Fig. 2). With these values, after 2h, a 
7.5 x 10-Smolcm -3 NaBH4 solution loses only 1% 
of  its initial concentration. The rate of  decomposition 
is increased by a factor two in the presence of finely 
divided platinum. The pH of  the solution had a con- 
stant value of  ~ 11. The pH inside the membrane 
was alkaline but was not measured. 

3,2. Determination of the mass transport mechanism 

The reduction process may be limited by any of  the 
three limiting rates: (a) diffusion in the boundary 
layer is rate-determining (L mechanism), (b) dif- 
fusion in the membrane is rate-determining 
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Fig. 2. Rate of decomposition of sodium borohydride in stirred 
solutions (stirrer speed: 350 rpm) at room temperature. Key: (<>) 

-3 4 5 3 1.00 x10- , (e) 3.75x10- and (~) 7.50 x10- molcm-. 

(M mechanism) and (c) chemical reduction is 
rate-determining (R mechanism). 

If  the R mechanism were rate-determining, the 
Na+-[Pt(NH3)4] 2+ ion-exchange process would be 
faster and most of  the precipitation would occur out- 
side the membrane. On the contrary, experimental 
results show that when using reducer concentrations 
above 3.75 x 10 4molcm-3,  the platinum salt is 
totally precipitated in the membrane. Therefore, it 
can be assumed that the rate of precipitation is fast 
compared to the rate of  mass transport. This means 
that the reaction ends when at least one of the two 
reactants (BH4 or [Pt(NH3)4] 2+) is exhausted. This 
is an approximation and additional work is needed 
to determine the rate law governing the reduction pro- 
cess. To take into account possible slower reactions, 
we used an empirical factor, % varying from 1 to 0 
which limits the amount  of platinum reduced in the 
presence of BH4-. r = 1 means that the reduction is 
fast and stops only when one or both of  the two 
reactants are exhausted. 

It is difficult to tell whether the rate of precipitation 
is controlled by an F or M mechanism. At significant 
reducer concentration, the limitation is certainly of 
the M-type [8]. But for lower concentrations, the F 
mechanism may be rate-determining. But for such 
concentrations, it can be argued that the hydrogen 
bubbles produced by the reduction process perturb 
the diffusion layer adjacent to the membrane surface 
and that the M mechanism prevails. Here it is 
assumed that the rate of  precipitation is controlled 
by mass transport within the membrane. 

3.3. Description of the model and hypotheses 

The membrane sheet is represented in cross-section 
across its thickness, e (Fig. 3). The membrane (a 
[Pt(NH3)4] 2+ totally exchanged Nation ® 117 sam- 
ple) was immersed at room temperature in a reducing 
solution of sodium borohydride. 

The concentration profiles of  the diffusing species 
along the x-axis, Ci(x, t), were obtained under the 
following assumptions: 

(i) The reducer concentration in the solution is suffi- 
ciently high and the chemical reduction is sufficiently 
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Fig. 3. Cross-section through the EME unit at a given time t. C i 
concentration profiles are plotted across the membrane thickness: 
(a) [Pt(NH3)4] 2+, (b) Na + and (c) Pt °. 
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fast to assume that the kinetics of reduction are 
limited by mass transport within the membrane. 
(ii) The bulk concentrations in solution are assumed 
to be time independent. Thus, 

CNa+ = CBH ~- = C ste ~--- C O (1) 

C[pt(NH3)4]2+ = 0 (2) 

This assumption holds when a sufficiently large 
volume of solution and sufficient stirring are used. 
(iii) Concentrations in Na + and BH4 at the mem- 
brane-solution interface are given by the Donnan 
equation and remain constant throughout the 
precipitation. 
(iv) It is assumed that interfacial equilibrium is inde- 
pendent of the interfacial fluxes as shown in [13]. 
(v) No water flux is associated with the ionic fluxes. 
The amount of water incorporated into the mem- 
brane during the pretreatment remains constant [14]. 
(vi) The amine groups produced by the reduction of 
[Pt(NH3)4] 2+ are not considered here since they are 
neutral entities. 
(vii) The platinum tetramine which is not precipitated 
inside the membrane is not considered here. Its preci- 
pitation occurs only at the surfaces. The membrane 
surfaces are uniformly covered with a thin platinum 
layer used for electrical contact [6]. 
(viii) D~ are constant during the precipitation, and 
independent of the species concentration. 

3.4. Model equations 

The functions Ci (x  , t) are given by solution of the 
following set of equations: 

O f  i Diz i  O0 
~i  = --Di Ox - - ~  F f i - ~ x  (3) 

OC i O~  i 
- (4)  

Ot Ox 
E ZiCi = 0 V(X, t) 

; (5)  
z,. i = 0 V(x ,  t) 

i 

where i stands for Na +, BH4 and [Pt(NH3)4] 2+. 
Equation 3 is the so-called Nernst-Planck flux 

equation in which the gradient of concentration and 
the electric potential are the driving forces. In deriv- 
ing Equation 3, the following two assumptions are 
made: (a) that activities are approximated by concen- 
trations, and (b) that absolute ionic mobilities and dif- 
fusion coefficients are related through the Einstein 
relation: D i = uikT. 

Equation 4 is the continuity equation which states 
that, in the absence of any ionic source or sink, 
mass is preserved. 

Equation 5 is the electroneutrality condition. It may 
seem contradictory to assume that electroneutrality 
holds true at each (x, t) point in the membrane and 
to conserve an electric term in Equation 3. In fact, 
the electroneutrality Equation 5 may be taken as a 

good approximation of Poisson's equation as the 
charge distribution in the membrane, although not 
zero, is small [15]. 

A reaction term of the form OC/Ot]react w a s  added 
to the platinum and borohydride flux equations to 
account for the chemical reduction. At each time 
step, the computed Cpt(x) and CBH4(X) values 
obtained from Equation 3 were compared and 
Cpt0(x) was incremented by a factor min 
(Cpt NH.~A2+(X), 9/4 CBm(x)) where min represents [ (  . . . . .  
the minimum function. C[pt(NH3)4]2+ (x) and CBH 4 (x) 
were modified accordingly. 

The corrective factor, "r, defined above was included 
in the calculations in the form (TOC/Ot]react) to 
aCCOUnt for different chemical rates of reduction. All 
the computations were made with ~-= 1, except 
when expressly indicated. ~- was the only adjustable 
parameter used in the calculations. 

The system to obtain the time dependent concen- 
trations of the diffusive species is 

OCi = D OzCi DiziF OCi O~ DiziF 0 2 0  
Ot ~ Ox ~ +  R~ Ox Ox ~-~C~-~x2 (6) 

Setting D1 = D[pt(NH3)4]2+; D2 = DBH4; D3 = DNa+ 
then combining Equations 5 and 6 gives 

0 0 R T  ZI~x1 (D25 D1) 1 
Ox - F Cl(Olz2 - O2z1z2)--~- O2z2C-[ (7) 

From Equation 7, Equation 8 is obtained by analyti- 
cal derivation: 

02(0 _ RT 
Ox 2 F 

[C1DIZ~ - ClDIZlZ2 + C-D2zZg] 2 

(8) 

3.5. Boundary limit conditions 

The boundary conditions were set as follows (Donnan 
conditions): 

(i) C[pt(NH3h12+ (x = O, t) = 0 (9) 

(ii) Cya,M(X=O,t)=-~-+ T +(C°)2 (10) 

(iii) Cm-I4,M(X=O,t)=[~(C@)~(°)C20)2+C_ 1 

(cO) 
CNa,M (X = 0, t) 

(11) 

3.6. Treatment and solutions to the model 

Solutions for Ci(x, t) were obtained numerically. First 
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Fig. 4. Calculated plat inum concentration profile across the 
membrane thickness using different NaBH4 solutions: (0)  7.5 x 
10 - fmo lcm -3, ( e )  3.75 x 10-4molcm -3 and (x  1.0x 
10 .3 mol cm -3. 

and second order derivatives were approximated 
using the finite difference method. Local variations 
in metallic platinum concentration were computed 
at each iteration step and summed until the precipi- 
tation was complete. 

Adjustment of the grid was obtained by comparison 
of the analytical and numerical solutions obtained in a 
simple case, in the absence of electric field, using the 
first order Fick diffusion equation. It was also 
checked, in each case, that the amount of platinum 
salt precipitated in the membrane added to the 
amount of the salt ion-exchanged with the solution 
was equal to the amount of salt initially in the 
membrane. 

The metallic platinum concentration profile across 
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Fig. 5. Experimental (©) and calculated (e )  plat inum concen- 
trat ion profiles obtained for two reducer concentrations: (a) 
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Fig. 6. Calculated platinum concentration profiles obtained after 
1 and 2 loading-l~recipitation cycles. Reducing conditions: 
[NaBH4] = 7.5 x 10-" mo lcm -3 for 2h. 7- = 1. Key: (©) 1 and (O) 
2 cycles. 

the membrane for different reducer concentrations 
are shown in Fig. 4. Precipitation is seen to occur 
preferentially at the membrane surfaces as 
observed experimentally. The distribution of platinum 
clusters depends very markedly upon the reducer 
concentration. 

The effect of the following parameters was 
studied: 

(i) concentration C o in reducer in the solution, 2.5 x 
10 -5 < C o < 2 x 10 -3 tool -3 
(ii) diffusion coefficient of the diffusing species Na +, 
[Pt(NH3)4] 2+ and BH 4 
(iii) number of successive loading-precipitation cycles 
(from 1 to 4) 
(iv) reactivity of [Pt(NH3)4] 2+ and NaBH 4 expressed 
by the factor 7-. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Verification of the model 

Experimental and calculated concentration profiles 
obtained using two different reducer concentrations 
are shown in Fig. 5. After normalization of the experi- 
mental data as indicated in the experimental section, 
good agreement is found between experimental and 
calculated values. 

 2.o i 
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Fig. 7. Platinum loading (in mg cm -2 per face) against the number  
of successive loading-precipitat ion cycles. Comparison of experi- 
mental and computed (dashed lines) results obtained from different 

5 3 reducer concentrations in solution: (o)  7.5 x 10- m o l c m -  ; (o)  
4 3 3 3 3.75 x 10- m o l c m -  ; ( x )  1.0 x 10- m o l c m -  . ~-= 1. 
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Fig. 8. Determination of the amount of platinum precipitated in the 
membrane as a function of the reducer concentration in the 
solution. Comparison of measured (e) and calculated (©) data. 

Calculated data obtained after one and two load- 
ing-precipitation cycles are shown in Fig. 6. For low 
surface concentrations, the fit is good (Fig. 7). But 
since, in the model, no restriction was introduced on 
the maximum value of local platinum concentration, 
experiment and theory differ when the membranes 
become heavily loaded with solid particles. For such 
cases, a change in the value of the diffusion coef- 
ficient has to be considered. 

The amount of metallic platinum reduced within, 
and at, the surface of the membrane depends mark- 
edly upon the reducer concentration in the solution 
(Figs 8 and 9). The higher the concentration, the 
lower the amount of platinum lost by precipitation 
in the solution. But at high salt concentrations 
(above ca. 3.75 x 10-4molcm-3), the precipitation 
also occurs in the bulk membrane. Isolated metallic 
clusters, useless for the electrochemical process, are 
formed across the entire membrane thickness. There- 
fore, an optimal value of the reducer concentration 
has to be found, for a given hydrodynamic regime. 
An empirical value of 7.5 x 10 -s mol cm -3 was deter- 
mined in an earlier work [7]. The same value is 
obtained here by calculation. 

Figure 10 shows the calculated curves obtained for 
two different chemical reactivities ('r = 1 and ~- = 0.1). 
It can be seen that a change in chemical reactivity does 
not significantly change the shape of the profiles 
though the amount of platinum precipitated in the 
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Fig. 10. Calculated curves obtained with a 7.5 x 10-Smolcm -3 
NaBH4 solution. Effect of different chemical reactivities: (e) 
T = 1 and (0) r = 0.1. 

membrane is significantly different (49% with ~-= 1 
and 39% with ~- = 0.1). 

4.2. Sensitivity of the model 

Setting: ~ = 1000Mpt0 e Cpt0 dx (12) 

the sensitivity of the model to the different parameters 
controlling the precipitation can be measured by cal- 
culating the relative change in ~ as a function of the 
relative change in each of these parameters. C O (the 
reducer concentration), D pt(NH3)4]2+ (platinum dif- [ 
fusion coefficient), and DBH; (borohydride diffusion 
coefficient) turned out to play a significant role 
(Fig. 11). Values of the parameters chosen for the 
reference case in Fig. 11 are shown in Table 1. 

5. Conclusions 

Using phenomenological mass-transport equations, 
the metallic platinum concentration profiles across 
the membrane have been computed. The calculated 
data compare well with experimental data obtained 
by electron microprobe analysis. The model shows 
the effect of the reducer concentration and the 
number of successive loading-precipitation cycles. 
Adequate Pt-based SPE ® composites, that is, 
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of the model. Plots of the relative change in E 
(mgPt ° cm -2 per face), as a function of D[pt(NH3)4]2+ (O), DBn; (e) 
and C O (x) .  
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Table 1. Values of  the parameters used for the reference case o f  
Fig. 11 

[NaBH4] = 7.5 x 10-Smolcm 3 
D[pt(NH3)o]2+ = 5.2 X 10 7 c m  2 S-1 

DI~!4~ = 5.0 x 10 -7 cm 2 s -I 
DNa+ = 4.5 X 10-6cm2s -1 

C -  = 10 -3 molcm -3 
r =  1.0 
Ax = 1 #m 

Nation ® membranes loaded with two thin platinum 
electrodes localized near the membrane surfaces, are 
obtained using ca. 7.5 x 10 .5 mol cm -3 NaBH 4 reduc= 
ing solutions. With lower reducer concentrations, 
most of the platinum tetramine is precipitated in the 
solution and with higher reducer concentrations, 
most of the salt is lost by precipitation in the bulk 
membrane. Additional work is needed to determine 
the rate law governing the reduction process. 

Concerning the sample size problem, the model 
shows that adequate platinum concentration profiles 
across the membrane are obtained when mass trans- 
port is limited by diffusion and migration inside the 
membrane. The preparation of samples larger than 
5 cm 2 is usually achieved by using two-compartment 
plating cells. Special care must be given to the design 
of these cells, especially to achieve homogeneous fluid 
distribution over the membrane surface and to 
increase the fluid velocity so that mass transport is 
limited by diffusion in the membrane itself and not 
in the diffusion layer adjacent to the membrane 
surface. 

While platinum based Nation ® composites are of 
interest for water electrolysis and hydrogen/oxygen 
fuel cells applications, the technique can be used for 

the preparation of various other SPE ® composites. 
For example, ruthenium or iridium oxide based 
anodes can be used in SPE ® electrolysers and 
ruthenium based anodes in SPE ® brine electrolysis. 
Given adequate experimental data (diffusion coef- 
ficients, membrane characteristics, etc.), it is possible 
to predict the shape of the concentration profiles 
after reaction. The model can also be used to 
predict rates of ion-exchange and to model separation 
processes. 
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